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#BACKGROUNDHOMES:
SPCA turns virtual backgrounds into virtual homes
for shelter animals
21 May 2020, Singapore - The uncertainty of the crisis that the world is facing currently has
affected almost every organisation in one form or another. The Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) has not been spared as well. With Singapore on lockdown, adoption
drives and fundraising events are suspended. But what if we could bring back visibility to our
furry friends who need us the most?
The “Background Homes” initiative hijacks the most prominent media space of our time - the
virtual backgrounds, and places animals that are up for adoption into them! Complete with
adorable quips and snazzy home settings, viewers are able to ‘imagine’ what these animals
might look like in their homes. By switching out their backgrounds, users will automatically
become advocates for the animals, driving awareness to both the animals and the website
http://backgroundhomes.spca.org.sg/. Members of the public can then discover more virtual
homes here, learn more about adoption and fostering, or make a contribution to the cause.
“Now more than ever, our shelter animals need all the help they can get. And if people can’t see
them face to face, we thought; why not have them in everyone’s home, virtually? The
“Background Home” initiative does that in the hope that some of them will end up in people’s
houses, for real.” Said Dr Jaipal Singh Gill, Executive Director at SPCA Singapore.
Download your own Background Home at http://backgroundhomes.spca.org.sg/, and help
spread the word with #BackgroundHomes. Potential adopters can sign up for first-hand
updates when the circuit breaker is lifted and adoptions resume. SPCA will conduct thorough
interviews with potential owners to make sure we find the right match for our animals.
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About SPCA
The SPCA is a registered animal welfare charity and its two main objectives are to promote
kindness to animals and to prevent cruelty to animals. Relying mainly on donations from the
public and fundraising, the Society provides various animal welfare services including a 24-hour
emergency service, non-profit community animal clinic, cruelty & welfare investigations, an
adoption programme, an education programme for schools and organisations, a sterilisation
programme for community animals and running an animal shelter for unwanted, abused and
abandoned animals. For more information, visit http://www.spca.org.sg.
About the Creative Agency
Forsman & Bodenfors is a global creative collective, founded in Sweden in 1986. It has been
present in Singapore since 2018. Our truly collaborative way of working has over the years
unlocked continuous creative excellence and built brands that genuinely connect with people.
The agency has launched many successful campaigns throughout the years,“The Epic Split”
with Jean Claude Van Damme for Volvo Trucks, “The Marriage Market Takeover” for SKII and
“Boxes” for Uber to mention a few. To know more, visit https://forsman.co.

